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I. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] Dore and Venni have proved an important result on the closedness of the 
sum A + B for sectorial operators A and B, whose purely imaginary powers AL‘ 
and B’,’ are bounded operators and satisfy a certain growth estimate (see Sec- 
tion 2 for definitions). This result has important applications to the theory of 
partial differential operators, see for example [IO]. However Dore and Venni’s 
theorem was restricted to boundedly invertible operators. Since this assump- 
tion is too strong for many applications, the theorem was extended in [4] and 
[S]. In [9] Prtiss and Sohr obtain this extension by means of a perturbation re- 
sult. This result states that S + A has bounded imaginary powers for all h > 0, 
whenever the imaginary powers of A are bounded. Moreover ]l(S + .4)“]] sat- 
isfies the same growth estimate as ]IAiA]/ uniformly in S (cf. Theorem 3 of [g]). 
The proof of this theorem turns out to be rather involved. 
In the first part of this paper we provide a different approach to Priiss and 
Sohr’s perturbation theorem. In fact we will extend it and give a different proof. 
Following [2], we define the operatorf(d) for every sectorial operator A, where 
,f‘ is a bounded and analytic function on a sector containing a(A). This func- 
tional calculus is compatible with the Dunford-Riesz calculus, butf‘(A) is not 
necessarily bounded. In Theorem 3.4 we show that ,f’(A) E C(X) implies 
,f(o + A) E C(X) for all 6 > 0, with relevant estimates on Ilf(6 + ,411 uniformly 
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in S > 0. Theorem 3.4 provides - in our view - a more direct approach to Priiss 
and Sohr’s perturbation theorem. 
In the second part of this paper we consider the Mellin transform functional 
calculus, which was introduced by Prtiss and Sohr in [8]. This functional cal- 
culus plays an important part in the original proof of the perturbation theorem. 
However it is not immediately clear how this calculus relates to the Dunford- 
Riesz functional calculus. Therefore it will be shown in Proposition 4.1, that the 
Mellin calculus is indeed compatible with the Dunford-Riesz calculus. The 
latter is even true if the operator does not have bounded imaginary powers; this 
case was not considered in [8]. Secondly we remark that the Mellin calculus is a 
priori restricted to the class MI(SQ) as defined in Section 4. However in 
Theorem 4.4 we shall prove that the ‘Mellin formula’ also applies to more gen- 
eral functions. This allows us to establish the ‘Mellin formula’ for (I + A)-” 
with %ia > 0. In [8] the representation of (6 + A)” is deduced from this formula. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Notation 
By (X, 11 l 11) we always denote a complex Banach space, and L(X) is the 
Banach space of bounded linear operators from X into itself. For a linear op- 
erator A in X we denote its domain, range and nullspace by 2)(A), R(A) and 
N(A) respectively. For the resolvent set and the spectrum of A we write p(A) 
and a(A). For 0 < 13 < 7r we denote Se = {X E @ \{O} : 1 arg X] < e}, where we 
always take -X < argX 5 7r. As usual 7-L(&) is the space of analytic functions 
on Se and ?i”(&) is the space of bounded analytic functions on So, equipped 
with the norm given by ]lfll,,e = supzEsR If(z)]. For o, /3 E [w we write 
7-&p(S~) = {f E ‘FI(&) : 3C > 0s.t. If(x)1 5 Cmin{lX]-“, IX/-“}‘dX E Se}. 
Finally, for S E Iw we define 
rg = 
{ 
-_te’@ _ 6 > -m<t<O 
t&d _ 6 3 O<t<m 
We write rb for ri. All the contours have orientation via the increasing pa- 
rameter. 
2.2. An tiFI”-functional calculus for sectorial operators 
In this section we recall some well-known facts concerning the l-t”-functional 
calculus for sectorial operators as introduced in [6] by McIntosh and further 
extended in [2] by Cowling, Doust, McIntosh and Yagi. An overview of these 
results is also given in [l]. 
The closed linear operator A : D(A) c X + X is called a sectorial operator of 
angle WA E (0, r) if: 
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1. IV(A) = R(A) = X and N(A) = {0}, 
2. o(A) C S,, and for every 4 E (wA, rr) there is a constant Mp > 0 such that 
I~z(z - A))’ /I 5 AI9 for all z E C \&. 
Definition 2.1. Let 4 E (0, r) and M, > 0. We say that A E S($, M,,) if A is a 
sectorial operator of angle WA < 4, which satisfies ]I;(: - A)-‘I/ < M,, for all 
= E C \S,. 
Next we define the set 
2X?(&) := {J‘ E 3_I”(Se) : f E 7iFllr.~j(Sg) for some 0 < 0. B > 0}, 
which is an algebra with respect to pointwise addition and multiplication. Note 
that 2X!(&) is equal to the set P(S,O) in [l] and [2]. Let A be a sectorial operator 
of angle W’A. For f E 2X?(&) with 0 E ( iu’A, 7r) we defineJ’(A) by the Dunford-- 
Riesz integral: 
(1) .f’(A) = & J f(A)(A - A)- ‘dX d E (WA.@ 
r,, 
It is clear that f(A) E C(X) and Cauchy’s theorem implies that f(A) is in- 
dependent of Q E ( WA, 0). Moreover the mapping f~f(A) is an algebra 
homomorphism from ZXP(Sti) into C(X). Following [2] we define the generally 
unbounded linear operatorf(A) for allf E XK(So) with 8 E (WA, 7r) as follows. 
Let 41 E ;I)R(SH) be given by $(z) = Z( 1 + 2))‘. Then $(A) = A(Z + A))’ is 
a bounded linear operator, N(A(I + A))‘) = (0) and R(A(I + A) ‘) = 
D(A) n R(A). so ,$(A)) ’ is a well-defined closed linear operator. For ,f E 
‘l-t”(&) we define 
(2) .f(4 = %V’(tif)(4 
where (+‘sf) (A) is g iven by the DunforddRiesz integral (1). Then ,f(A) is a 
closed and densely defined linear operator and D(A) n R(A) c D(f(A)). 
Moreover j”(A) is equal to the closure of (J’$)(A)ti(A))’ : D(A) n R(A) + X. 
For B E (LJ.~, n) the unital subalgebra 7-I: (So) of 3-I”(&) is defined by 
ti.:(SH) := {f E EX(SH) :f’(A) E l(X)} 
Clearly, 2X?(&) c tin?. Furthermore 
1. (~.f’+ Pg)(A) = cuf(A) + Pg(A) for a, P E @ and f’.g E %,,“(SB); 
2. (k)(A) =.f(A)g(A) for all f-g E %.,X(G); 
3. ((A - .))‘)(A) = (A - A))’ for X E C\SQ. 
Remark 2.2. Following [l] and [2] one can extend the ?I”(&)-functional cal- 
culus to the space 
F(&) := {f E ‘H(So) : 3C,y > 0 such that i,f(~)I < C(lZ m5 + ills)}. 
For ,f E F(&) with 0 E (wA,?r), the operator ,f(A) is then defined by .f’(A) = 
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$@-k(+kf)(4t h w ere k is an integer such that $kf E E&!(&) and where 
(tikf)(A) is defined by the Dunford-Riesz integral (1). The operator thus de- 
fined is closed, has dense domain and is independent of the integer k > y. Note 
that ?&(S~) c F(&) for all o, p E [w. 
A very important tool is the so-called Convergence Lemma (cf. [l], [2]). For 
convenience of the reader we include the proof. 
Proposition 2.3 (Lemma 2.1 of [2]). Let A be a sectorial operator of angle WA and 
let 0 E (WA, T). Furthermore let { fn} b e a uniformly bounded sequence in l-t? (So) 
which convergespointwise to f E ‘Ho3(S~). Assume that there is a constant M > 0 
such that Ilfn(A)II L M f or all n E N. Then f(A) E C(X), Ilf (A)[1 5 M and 
fn(A)x -+ f (A)xfor allx E X as n + 3~). 
Proof. For x E D(A) n R(A) Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem 
implies that 
fn(A)x = (+,J;J(A)+(W ‘x + (tif )(A)W-‘x =f (A)x, 
as n + co. Since D(A) n R(A) is dense in X and II fn(A) II is uniformly bounded, 
the result follows. 0 
The calculus f ++ f (A) on ‘HP(&) is the unique one for which the Convergence 
Lemma and properties 1,2,3 above hold. If ‘Hr (So) = ‘H “(Se) for some 
8 E (WA, 7-r), then we way that A has a bounded ‘Ft”(&)-functional calculus. In 
that case there exists a constant M > 0 such that Ilf (A)11 5 Ml/f IIm.H for all 
f E ‘FIX(&). Conversely, by the Convergence Lemma, the existence of a con- 
stant M > 0 such that II f (A)11 5 MI1 f l113,8 for all f E DR(&) implies that A 
has bounded ‘H X (&)-functional calculus. 
Remark 2.4. For 19 E (0,~) we say that f E DDR"(S~) if f E ‘HoJ(&) for some 
/3 > 0 and if f is analytic in a neighbourhood of 0. It is easy to see that 
2X0(&) c ‘FIY(S0) f or all 19 E (WA, 7r) and for f E Dry we find that 
f(A) =&j’f(.‘)(“-“)-Id”. 
h 
i, 
where 4 E (WA, 0) and 6 > 0 is chosen sufficiently small. 
2.3. The class BZP(X, 0) 
The function X H X’ is in F(&) for all z E C and Q E (0,~). So every sectorial 
operator has well defined complex powers, as is indicated in Remark 2.2. For 
x E D(A) n R(A) and 1% < 1 these complex powers satisfy the formula: 
--r+i+~tz+ljt+A)-‘A-!cdt+~t~~‘(t+A)-’Axdt 
0 I 
by which Priiss and Sohr define A’ for ]!HzJ < 1, cf. [8]. If the imaginary powers 
of the sectorial operator A are bounded linear operators satisfying IIA’“]] 5 
Ke’~i~‘~ for all s E [w and 0~ E [0, n), then we say A E BIP(x, 0,) or A E 
BIP(X, BA, K) if it is needed to specify the constant K. Similarly we write 
A t BZP(X. 0~. K? M) if A E BZP(X, 0~. K) satisfies ]ir(t + A) ‘11 < M for all 
t > 0. An important observation is Theorem 2 of [8]: 
Proposition 2.5 (Prtiss-Sohr [S]). If‘0 E [0, 7r) and K. M 2 1, thenfov every C$ > H 
there is a constant M, = Md(O, K, M) > Osuch that BIP(X. 0, K. M) c S(q. M,,) 
(cf’ Definiton 2.1). 
Remark 2.6. If X is a Hilbert space, then any sectorial operator of angle dd 
with bounded imaginary powers, belongs to BIP(X. 0) for all ,9 > d.4. For gen- 
eral Banach spaces this seems to be unknown. 
If a sectorial operator A has a bounded ‘FI”(SH)-calculus then it is clear that 
A E BZP(X, 0). The converse is true if X is a Hilbert space, as was shown by 
McIntosh [6]. On the other hand if X is not a Hilbert space. then in general the 
converse is not true. Indeed, the Fourier multiplier operator (A,f)^([) = c>Tj’(<) 
is an element of BZP(LJ’(R), 0) for 1 < /-I < CC However if A has a bounded 
‘FI x (&)-calculus for some 0 > 0, then it can be shown that every bounded se- 
quence is a Fourier multiplier for G’(U), cf. Lemma 5.3 of [2]. This is only the 
case ifp = 2. 
3. A PERTURBATION THEOREM FOR SECTORIAL OPERATORS 
In this section we will prove a perturbation theorem for sectorial operators. 
This theorem can be seen as an extension of Theorem 3 of Prtiss and Sohr [8]. If 
h > 0 and ,f : So + @ we define rhf’(z) =.f(n + :) for all -_ E So. We start with 
the following simple observation: 
Lemma 3.1. If A is a sectorial operator of angle LO’.~ and if‘ ,f‘ E ‘l-t”(&) ,fi)t 
HE (LJ.A.T), thenThJ‘(A) =f(6+ A),fora/l6 > 0. 
Proof. It is clear that S + A is a sectorial operator of angle j/,4 and T~,J‘ E 
ZXJ?!(&) c ?fH;;(&) for f E DR(&) (cf. Remark 2.4). So forf E 2X&?(&) we 
find that 
Finally, for general f E Ft X(S~) the lemma follows by the definition of ,f’(A) 
and the above. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 E (0,~) and Me > 0 be given constants. Then there is a con- 
stant C = C(t), MB) > 0 such that for every 6 > 0 
Ilf(d + A)ll 5 C(llf(A)II + Ilfllm,e)~ 
for all A E S(0, Me) and all f E DR(Se). 
Proof. First, fix 4 E (0,0) such that s(k), MB) c S($, M4) with M$ = Me + 1. 
Such a 4 E (0, Q), which only depends on 0 and Me, always exists, as can be seen 
by considering the Taylor expansion of the resolvent operator at X E To. For 
f E VR(S~) and S > 0 we have 
f (6 + A) = & s f (z)(z - 6 - A)-‘dz. 
To 
Using that (z - 6 - A)-l - (z - A)-’ = S(z - S - A)-] (z - A)-’ it follows that 
fi”+A)=f(A)+& Jf(z)(z-h-A)-‘(z-A)-‘dz. 
l-* 
If we apply A(6 + A)-’ = I - 6(S + A)-’ to both sides of the last equation we 
obtain 
f (6 + A) = A(6 + A)-‘f (A) + 6(6 + A)-‘f (6 + A) 
+ & J f (z)A(S + A)-‘(z - S - A)-‘(z - A)-‘dz. 
rd 
Clearly IIA(S + A)-‘f (A) II 5 (1 + M4) )I f (A) )I. Furthermore it follows from 
S(6 + A)-If (6 + A) = [-&f(*)](A) =&& &f(z+6)(z-A)-‘dz 
0 
that 
IlW+A)-‘f(S+A)II +fll,, s St% ldzl 
p/2 IS + ZI I4 
‘I) 
= & Ilf 1_,o,J2 &!$ ldzl 5 Cl (0, Me)llf 1lx.e. 
4 
Next, set A: = {z E rd : IzI 5 6) and Ai = {z E r# : IzI 2 S}. Then we find that 
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On the other hand we see that 
Collecting the above we find that there is a constant C = C(H, MH) > 0 such 
that 
ll.f(~ + A)ll 5 C(O. ~H)(ll.f(~)Il + Il.fllx.H). 0 
Remark 3.3. Define for n E N 
$&(z) =!!I?!? 
l+nzn+z~ 
= E a=\(-00.0). 
Remark that p,, E 2X2(&) for all 0 E (0,~) and IZ E N. Moreover 
sup Il@l~,.@ 5 CH 
,1 t N 
and ~~(2) + 1 on So as n + x. For A E S(B. MO) it follows that 
L+(A) =??A(1 -t&4-‘n(n+q’. 
This implies that for all n E N 
llP,I(A)lI F llnA(l + nW/I lln(n + A)_ ‘II I (1 + MH)MH 
and thus ~,?(A).Y + x as n + x for all x E X. 
Theorem 3.4. For any sectorial operator A qfangle w.~ we lzavefor all 5 > 0 thut 
‘Ft,“(G) c ~FlhX+/&+ 0 E (W.4,T). 
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Moreover for every 19 E (0,~) and MB > 0 there is a constant C = C(0, MH) > 0 
such thatfor every 6 > 0 
Ilf(6 + A)ll 5 c(llf(~)II + Ilfllcd)~ 
for all A E s(t9, MH) andf E 3-t,“($). 
Proof. Let f E 3-I,"(&) and S > 0. Define fn E 2X2(&1) by fn = pnf with (Pa as 
in Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.1 and Remark 2.4 imply that fn E ;FtOXfA(SH). So {fn} 
is a uniformly bounded sequence in 7t6%+ A (Se) which converges pointwise to f. 
By Lemma 3.2 there is a constant C = C(f9, MO) > 0 such that for all S > 0 
llfn(S + AIll 2 C(ll.MA)II + Ilfnll,,s). 
Hence, from 
and 
IlM4II = Il+44f (AIll 5 (1 + Mo)Mollf (AIlI 
IlfnlL& = II%f llm.0 5 s;P II%ll~,Hllf llx.o = Gllf IL.0 
it follows, that there is a constant Ct = Cr (0, MB) > 0 such that 
llfn(~ + AIll L Cl(Ilf (411 + Ilf llcc,6J 
for all IZ E N. Now, the theorem follows by the Convergence Lemma. 0 
Remark 3.5. As was pointed out to the author by J. Prtiss, a close inspection of 
the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 implies, that for A E S(Q, MO) and 
f E Xrn(&) 
Ilf (6 + 4x11 5 C(llf 644 + Ilf Il~,~llxllI b’J6 > 0 and vx E WA) n WA), 
where C > 0 is the same constant as in Theorem 3.4. From this it follows that 
Wf (A)) c D(f (6 + A)) and that the inequality above is valid for all x E 
27( f (A)), since D(A) n R(A) is a core of the operator f (A). 
Corollary 3.6 (Prtiss and Sohr [S]). Let 0 E [0, 7r) and K, M > 0 be given. Then 
for every q5 E (0,~) there is a constant Cd = C,(Q, K, M) > 0 such that 
II(S + A)‘“/1 5 C+,eqlsl, 
for all A E BIP(X, 0, K, M) and 6 > 0. 
Proof. Proposition 2.5 implies for every 4 E (0,~) that there is a constant 
MO = Me(l3, K, M) > 0 such that BZP(X, 8, K, M) c S(C#+ M,). So by Theorem 
3.4 there is a constant C = C(4,0, K, M) > 0 such that for all S > 0 
]](S + A)‘“11 5 C{IJA’“II + ~~zi”l~,,,} < C{Ke’l.‘I + e@isi}. 0 
Remark 3.7. Note that Corollary 3.6 is a slightly weaker result than Theorem 3 
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of Prtiss and Sohr [S], since 4 must be strictly greater then 0. However this is of 
no consequence whatsoever for the applications. 
Finally, we point out that Theorem 3.4 can be generalized still further. Given 
Q E (0. T), M,, > 0 and B E C(X) we define the following set 
A(~.M,,.B)={AES(&M,):(X--A)-‘B=B(X-A) ‘forallX~p(A)}. 
Theorem 3.8. Let @ E (0, T) and M,, > 0 be given and assume that B E C(X) 
sutisjies g(B) c S,.. with 4’/ + q!~ < T. For ever)’ Q E (max(o. ~1). 7r) there exists N 
constant C = C(H, 4, M,. B) such that,fbr evrvy h > 0 and A E A(Q. M,,. B) 
.fklr a// m t ‘FI y(So) and x E D(m(A)) 
Remark 3.9. 1. The proof of Theorem 3.8 is similar to the proof of Theorem 
3.4 and is therefore omitted. Moreover in general the result of Theorem 3.8 
cannot be improved by replacing B by a sectorial operator of angle VI which 
commutes with A in the sense of resolvents. Indeed there exist sectorial opera- 
tors in a certain Banach space, say A and B, which both have a bounded 
‘FI X(So)-functional calculus for every 0 > 0 and which commute in the sense of 
resolvents, but the closure of their sum. A + B, does not admit bounded imag- 
inary powers. For interesting results in this direction we refer to the recent 
work of Lancien, Lancien and Le Merdy [5]. 
2. We would like to note that S. Monniaux has independently obtained 
similar perturbation results and her approach is also based on the ‘RX-func- 
tional calculus for sectorial operators. However her results are restricted to 
perturbations of the imaginary powers of BIP(X.H)-operators. In fact she 
proves Theorem 3.8 in the case that A E BIP(X. o), 6 = 1 and nzjr) = r” 
(cf. [71). 
4. ‘THE MELLIN TRANSFORM FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS 
We consider the Mellin transform for the class ‘Ft,,, I(&). More details and ex- 
amples of this transformation are given in [9]. For o < jj and 6’ E (0.~) the 
Mellin transform of J’ E ‘I&,,.,(&) is given by 
F(z) = bfit)t’- ‘dt c~ < !)I: < $. 
The function F is analytic on the strip u < !h~ < 8 and for every interval 
[u, b] c (o. ,$) h t ere is a constant C > 0 such that IF(c + is)1 < Ce “\I for all 
c E [a> b]. Indeed, if r‘t denotes the part of r,, in the upper halfplane, we find 
for all cj E (0.0) that 
jF(c + is)1 = 
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where C > 0 is a constant independent of 4. Similarly one finds ]F(c + is)] < 
Ce*$. We can recovery E XFln,p(Se) by the formula 
f(r) = & yw F(z)t-‘dz, fl<c<p. 
c-kc 
Let M([W) be the set of all complex measures on Iw. As in [8] we set for 6’ E (0,~) 
Mr(~):={~EM(IW):~~e8r11diL(r)l<aj. 
Every p E Mo(rW) uniquely corresponds to a function f E ‘H”(&) given by 
f(z) = &I z-is&(4, z E S#. 
Therefore we define the space 
Mir(&) := {f E IFI” : f (z) = &I 
Iw 
zpisdp(s) for a p E Mso), 
which is clearly a unital subalgebra of XX(&). Note that f (z) = zpif is an ele- 
ment of MI($) for all t E Iw and that ZXQ(SB) c MI($). 
Proposition 4.1. Let A be a sectorialoperator of angle WA E (0, T). rff E MI(&) 
corresponds to the measure p E MB(R) with 0 E (WA, T), then 
f(A)x = & -7 A-isxdp(s) ‘dx E D(A) n R(A). 
X 
In particular, ifA E BIP(X, eA), then MI(&) c ‘FI,“(Sg) for all e E (e,& 7r). 
Proof. Set as before r/j(z) = z( 1 + z))*. From the definition by the Dunford- 
Riesz integral (1) it follows that SH A-‘“+(A) is continuous in ,C(X) and that for 
every 4 E (WA, 7r) there is a constant C > 0 such that llApi”$(A)ll 5 Cedl’i for all 
s E [w. So the integral JR A-‘“+(A)dp( s IS a well defined element of C(X). For ) . 
f E MI($) with 0 E ( WA, TT) Fubini’s theorem implies that 
($f )(A) = &.; +(z)f (z)(z - A)-‘dz 
0 
= &; G(z) & / z8$dp(s) (z - A)-‘dz 
9 
= & L &,s z~“~(z)(z - A)-‘dzdp(s) 
m 
= & d A-‘“$(A)dp(s), 
where 4 E (WA, 0). Since %?($(A)) = D(A) n R(A) we find by the above that 
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.f(A)x = (qf)(A)$J(A)-‘s =& I A-‘“xdp(.s) v’s E D(A) n R(A). 0 
Proposition 4.1 shows in particular that the ‘Melling transform functional cal- 
culus’ as introduced by Prtiss and Sohr in [S] is compatible with the 7-l %-func- 
tional calculus. However note that the class MI(&) does not contain ‘ZV?(S~) 
(cf. Remark 2.4). For example the function z H (1 + z)-~’ with %a > 0 does not 
belong to MI($). Still we can find for everyJ’ E D’@‘(S~) a representation of 
f’(A) in terms of the Mellin transform. In order to do so first observe the fol- 
lowing analogue of Proposition 4.1. 
Proposition 4.2. Let A he a sectorial operator of’ angle wA E (0, T) and let 
f E 3-I,,,,j(Sfl) w+th f3 E ( WA 3 IT) and n < /j. [f F is the Mel/in transform qf fthen 
,f(A)x = & ;r’” F(,_)AP-xdz V.x E D(A”) n R(A”), 
L -1% 
Itlith N < I’ < B and where k is an integer greater than /cl. 
Proof. The proof of this proposition is completely similar to the proof of Pro- 
position 4.1; one only has to replace 3 by $1”. 0 
Next observe that: 
Lemma 4.3. Let f E 7-&(&) wlith ,I > 0 and H E (0, K) und ussume that,fis nnrr- 
Iytic in a neighbourhood of 0. The Mellin transfbrm F of,f cun be extended to an 
analyticfirnction on (2 E c\(O) : -1 < !Xz < 3}. This extension bus ut most (I 
pole of order 1 in z = 0. Moreover ,for ever?’ Q E (0.0) and ,for every intervul 
[ah] c (-1.,9), th ere is a constunt C > 0 such that l(c + is)F(c + is)1 5 Cr “.’ 
,for all s E R und c E [u, b]. 
Proof. Fix @ E (0.0). Cauchy’s Inequality and the fact that f’ is analytic in 0 
imply thatf” E %Fto.,i+ ,(&). So the integral JR ,f ‘(t)t’ ‘dt converges absolutely 
on 0 < 91: < I + 0. On the other hand for 1 < !li-_ < 1 + i? we have the identity 
(3 - l)F(z - 1) = - 
I 
X f ‘(t)t’- ‘dt. 
.o 
By analytic continuation zF(z) is an analytic function on {z E @ : -1 < !Xz < 3). 
Since 
(c + is)F(C + is) = 
I 
f ‘(t)t”“.‘dt with -- 1 < (’ < ,3 and s E 1w. 
.R 
we find as in the first part of this section, that I(c + is)F(c + is)1 < Ce~-“i” for all 
(’ E [a. b]. q 
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Theorem 4.4. Let A be a sectorial operator of angle WA E (0, T). rff E DR’(&) 
with d E (WA, T) ( CT Remark 2.4), then 
f(A)x = &luy J F(is)A-jSxds + i limozF(z)x, x E D(A) n R(A), 
c Isl>r 7_ 
where Fdenotes the Mellin transform ofj 
Proof. Iff is an element off E ZXZ”(S~), thenf E ‘Flo.b(&) for some 0 E (0,l). 
Proposition 4.2 implies that for x E D(A) n R(A) 
f (A)x = & ‘7, F(z)A-‘xdz with 0 < c < p. 
c-ix 
Note that z++ A-‘x with x E ‘D(A) f~ R(A) . IS an analytic X-valued function on 
]Xz] < 1 (as can be seen by the formula in Section 2.3). Moreover from the 
representation by the Dunford-Riesz integral (1) it follows for every 4 E 
(WA, ‘ir), that there is a the constant C > 0 such that 
IIAP”PiS~II = IlA-“-‘“~(A)~(A)~‘x(l 5 Ce”lSII/$(A)P’xll 
for all c E [0, p] and for all s E iw. So, if we shift the contour to the imaginary 
axis, we find by Cauchy’s theorem and Lemma 4.3 that 
f (A)x = &,, ,J’ 
5 >e 
F(is)A-‘“xds + & J- F(z)A--xdz, 
‘4, 
with A, = {eeid : -I 2 5 q3 < 4). The result follows, if we let 6 L 0. •1 
Remark 4.5. Note that Theorem 4.4 establishes the formula 
with %a > 0 and x E D(A) n R(A). This is the identity, from which Prtiss and 
Sohr deduce the representation of (I + A)is, cf. [S]. 
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